SECURE PRINT
COMMUNICATIONS
SECURE WORKFLOWS THAT MAKE YOUR COMPANY MORE EFFICIENT

OUR
APPROACH

Our secure, automated workflow solutions are designed to address the
unique business needs of your company. This individual workflow is

INDUSTRIES
WE SERVE

driven by a print-on-demand website, exclusively developed by AGS.
As a HIPAA and SOC2 compliant facility, we are equipped to handle
sensitive information with the utmost security.

No matter what industry, product
or service, we have the technology

DIGITAL PRODUCTION

VISION TRACKING

BINDING | FINISHING

and processes in place to protect

Using digital printing technology,

During production, our vision

Products go to production finishing

your and your clients’ privacies.

products are printed on the Kodak

technology tracks and records

to be saddle stitched, perfect bound,

Prosper 5000XLi with speeds of

product information for quality.

folded, cut, perforated or inserted.

650 fpm and full-color.

HEALTHCARE
Patient and member
engagement, high risk
notifications, confirmation
of benefits, annual notice
of coverage, open enrollment,
ID cards, welcome kits,

AUTOMATED DOCUMENT
PROCESSING

STAGING | KITTING

and translation

Depending upon the product,

Once secure files are pushed into
a hot folder, data merges with

fulfillment pick-and-pack takes

templates to create print files, or

place or product is prepped for
delivery by mail or freight services.

print PDFs can be parsed to extract
vital data and then setup for press.

RETAIL
Programmatic marketing,
loyalty programs, variable
and offer optimized
coupons (print and online),
and predictive analytics

DELIVERY

DATA + FILE STORAGE

Products can be mailed and shipped

Print files and extracted data are

domestically and internationally

automatically transferred to the

using a variety of carriers.

appropriate internal servers.

FINANCIAL
New account welcome kits,
brokerage statements,
investment portfolios,
and translation

EDUCATION
Student assessment
reports, standardized

SECURE FILE TRANSFER

REPORTING

Sensitive information travels through

Clients have access to custom

secure file transfer protocol and lands
in an encrypted state for production.

reports that accommodate their

SECURE WORKFLOW

unique business needs.

tests, and assessments

AGS.com

301.843.1800

4590 Graphics Drive, White Plains, MD 20695

